
An Introduction to Sunni usul al-fiqh

Hallaq is already established as one of
the most eminent scholars in the field of
Islamic law. In his latest book, he traces
the history of Islamic legal theory from its
beginnings until the modern period. The
book is the first of its kind in organization,
approach to the subject, and critical appara-
tus, and as such will be an essential tool for
the understanding of Islamic legal theory in
particular and Islamic law in general.
59027-2 Hardback $59.95

This book provides a comprehensive, up-
to-date discussion of the contemporary
debates at the interface between psychology
and criminal law. The topics surveyed
include critiques of eyewitness testimony,
the jury, sentencing as a human process,
the psychologist as expert witness, persua-
sion in the courtroom, detecting deception,
and psychology and the police.
55321-0 Hardback $74.95
55738-0 Paperback $29.95

Crime and the Genius of Scots Law,
1747 to the Present

This book examines the relationship between
legal tradition and national identity to
offer a critical and historical perspective
on the study of criminal law. Developing a
radically different approach to questions of
responsibility and subjectivity, it combines
appreciation of the institutional and his-
torical context in which criminal law is
practiced with an informed understanding
of the law itself.
55320-2 Hardback $64.95

A Study of Private Law and Public Values

"Hanoch Dagan's new book on unjust
enrichment is the best in the field in many
years. It reflects Professor Dagan's sure
mastery of all the relevant doctrine and his
understanding of contemporary methods of
philosophic and economic analysis....original
and highly provocative."

— Anthony T. Kronman,
Yale Law School

Cambridge Stadiet in Isstensatiossaland
Comparative Lam
58468-X Hardback $59.95

A Study in Legal Decision Making

Lovcgrovc examines the thinking of judges
as they sentence multiple offenders, and
identifies the strategics judges have devel-
oped to help them apply sentencing law in
individual cases, based on their responses
when asked to "think aloud" while under-
taking sentencing problems.
Cambridge Crivxixology Series
58427-2 Hardback $59.95

The distinguished international lawyer
Alfred Rubin argues powerfully that dis-
agreements that have existed for thousands
of years among lawyers, ethicists, and polit-
ical scientists are unlikely to be resolved
soon. Current attempts to make "war
crimes" or "terrorism" criminal under inter-
national law seem doomed to fail for the
same reasons that attempts failed in the
early 19th century to make piracy, war
crimes, and the international traffic in
slaves criminal under the law of nations.

58202-4 Hardback $59.95
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